Parliamentary seminar: political party development
Thursday 27 April, [time to be confirmed]
Parliament House, Port Moresby

(Start time to be confirmed)

Welcome and Chair
Professor Andrew MacIntyre
The Australian National University

Introduction
Margaret Thomas
Minister Counsellor, AusAID

PANEL DISCUSSION
Political party development
Hon Jeffrey Nape MP (tbc)
Speaker of the National Parliament of Papua New Guinea

Ben Reilly
Centre for Democratic Institutions

Discussion
PANEL DISCUSSION cont.
Political party development
Norm Kelly
The Australian National University

Bruce Edwards
Liberal Party of Australia

Paul Bengo (tbc)
Registrar of Political Parties in Papua New Guinea/ OR Commissioner of Political Parties

Comment
Hon Jeffrey Nape MP (tbc)
Speaker of the National Parliament of Papua New Guinea

Discussion

Presented by the
Asia Pacific School of Economics and Government and the Centre for Democratic Institutions at the Australian National University,
The organisers are grateful to the Australian Government’s overseas aid program, delivered through AusAID, for its support of this event.